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Taitz: “I feel vindicated healthcare.gov could not confirm his (Obama) identity.  
agenda21radio.com ^ | 12/24/13 | Paul Preston  
 

Posted on 12/24/2013 5:54:46 PM by Texas Eagle 

December 24, 2013 

By Paul Preston, New StreaMedia News 

On Paul Preston’s Agenda 21 Radio Dr. Orly Taitz today Orly Taitz expressed 
her complete joy at being vindicated by the Obama administration when it was 
reported by FOX News Ed Henry that healthcare.gov could not verify his (Obama’s) 
identity when they went to sign up the resident foe ObamaCare. See the video below: 
•From Fox News’ Ed Henry, via GWP: 

“We learned today from the White House. Initially, they said he signed up for what 
they called a bronze plan, paying about four hundred dollars a month in premiums. 
But, then they came back to us and said – Wait, he didn’t actually enroll. They said 
his staff did it and that’s because of his unique circumstance as Commander in Chief. 
That his personal information is not in particular government data bases. So 
healthcare.gov could not actually verify his identity, oddly enough… So his staff did 
it.” 
 

(Excerpt) Read more at agenda21radio.com ... 
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1 posted on 12/24/2013 5:54:46 PM by Texas Eagle 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Birther alert!   
 
2 posted on 12/24/2013 5:56:52 PM by EveningStar 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Why doesn’t this issue get more press? It’s significantly important to find out who he 
truly is 

 
 
3 posted on 12/24/2013 6:00:08 PM by A_Former_Democrat (Merry Christmas Everyone . . .) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: A_Former_Democrat 

Why doesn’t this issue get more press? It’s significantly important to find out who he 
truly is 

I don't think anyone truly believes that Obama actually tried to purchase a "Bronze 
Plan" through Obamacare. Silly theatrics. Nothing more.  
 

4 posted on 12/24/2013 6:02:30 PM by Drew68 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 3 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

I’m not holding out much hope, but how hilarious would 

it e if the ONE thing that finally exposed the fraud that 

is obammy, is obamacare. LMAO!! 

 
 
5 posted on 12/24/2013 6:03:22 PM by americas.best.days... ( I think we can now say that they are behind us.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: americas.best.days... 

LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL 
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6 posted on 12/24/2013 6:04:09 PM by F15Eagle (1Jn4:15;5:4-5,11-13;Mt27:50-54;Mk15:33-34;Jn3:17-18,6:69,11:25,14:6,20:31;Ro10:8-11;1Tm2:5-6;Ti3:4-7) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 5 | View Replies] 

 
To: A_Former_Democrat 

We tried, and have been mocked and rebuffed at every turn. 

 
 
7 posted on 12/24/2013 6:06:59 PM by Ouderkirk (To the left, everything must evidence that this or that strand of leftist theory is true) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 3 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

They may not have had ample time to try 
all of the Impostor’s stolen SS#s. 

 
 
8 posted on 12/24/2013 6:08:20 PM by Diogenesis 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 

How does one sign up in person for someone else? I am confused. 

 
 
9 posted on 12/24/2013 6:18:39 PM by blastbaby 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 8 | View Replies] 

 
To: Drew68 

If such theatrics were planned as such, they wouldn’t have used that excuse. Too 
weird to PLAN a “POTUS not verifiable” excuse. Bizarrely, methinks this excuse is 
proof they did in fact try to enroll him via website. 

 
 
10 posted on 12/24/2013 6:19:12 PM by ctdonath2 (Making good people helpless doesn't make bad people harmless.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 4 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Mmmm K... 
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The guy can’t even be counted on to eat his own dog food. But, I don’t think their 
lame excuse demonstrates any integrity, particularly at this late stage. 

If he were truly committed to his fascist dicta he would have been one of the first to 
enroll. 

That he is just now getting around to it and taking a plan that clearly doesn’t provide 
the greatest coverage is indicative of his holier than psychosis. 

 
 
11 posted on 12/24/2013 6:19:16 PM by Vendome (Don't take life so seriously-you won't live through it anyway-Enjoy Yourself ala Louis Prima) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

404 Error. Birth Certificate Not Found  
 
12 posted on 12/24/2013 6:26:14 PM by gitmo (If your theology doesn't become your biography, what good is it?) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Bozo’s peepull hid his ID so well yes they did yeare. 
Problem is they can not figure out how to fit a screwed up erasure job fittingly back 
into the record and not perpetuate the lie to cover the lie that covers the lie and so on. 
Hitler used his hometown and it’s occupants for artillery practice and then razed the 
town. Ended discussion on his lineage for a while only though. 

 
 
13 posted on 12/24/2013 6:34:05 PM by Recompennation (Constitutional protection for all not just selectively for Democrats.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: Ouderkirk; A_Former_Democrat; butterdezillion; LucyT 

We tried, and have been mocked and rebuffed at every turn. 

We read news story after news story about illegal aliens who manufacture fake 
identities from other people's birth certificates and Social Security numbers, and no 
one bats an eyelash. BO does it and no one believes it. Huh?  
 

14 posted on 12/24/2013 6:34:35 PM by thecodont 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 7 | View Replies] 

 
To: blastbaby 
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This is a straw purchase. Also violated HIPPA laws 

 
 
15 posted on 12/24/2013 6:37:37 PM by Recompennation (Constitutional protection for all not just selectively for Democrats.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 9 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Healthcare.gov lacks the STANDING to confirm Olucifer’s identity. 

 
 
16 posted on 12/24/2013 6:39:29 PM by chris37 (Heartless.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: thecodont 

There is something in Obasard’s past that is so damning hat it would get him jailed or 
executed. Why else seal every record related to that POS? 

The courts have systematically refused to consider every case regarding this issue 
except the one going on in Alabama presently. And even that is dicey at best not that 
it doesn’t have merit, it that nobody can dislodge even the smallest nugget if 
information that would lead to further investigation. Even Sheriff Arpiao’s 
investigators which determined that the Birth Certificate the White Hut put out was a 
forgery and yet, this gets short shrift in the democRAT media and the courts. 

 
 
17 posted on 12/24/2013 6:44:11 PM by Ouderkirk (To the left, everything must evidence that this or that strand of leftist theory is true) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 14 | View Replies] 

 
To: thecodont; Texas Eagle; butterdezillion; Brown Deer; GregNH; Seizethecarp; MestaMachine; ... 

 

. 
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Related: 

http://freedomoutpost.com/2013/12/judge-rules-obama-social-security-card-fraud-
may-finally-get-answers/ 

.  
 

18 posted on 12/24/2013 6:47:15 PM by LucyT ( If you're NOT paranoid, you don't know what's going on.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 14 | View Replies] 

 
To: Recompennation 

Interesting. I had a heart attack and was in hospital and gave my father written 
permission to act on my behalf in regards to auto insurance and health insurance. We 
were told that it had to be a blood relative and I had to send with my dad my birth 
certificate and he had to show them his. Because I was previously married, I also had 
to send him with my marriage certificate and separation decree. 

It’s amazing the stuff we have to provide lol 

 
 
19 posted on 12/24/2013 6:49:51 PM by blastbaby 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 15 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Somebody didn’t get paid. 

 
 
20 posted on 12/24/2013 6:54:34 PM by TomasUSMC (FIGHT LIKE WW2, WIN LIKE WW2. FIGHT LIKE NAM, FINISH LIKE NAM.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: A_Former_Democrat 

We no longer have a functioning press. 

 
 
21 posted on 12/24/2013 7:09:27 PM by stinkerpot65 (Global warming is a Marxist lie.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 3 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 
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You better believe that Obambi, or at least his minions, attempted to sign up on the 
website, endlessly. Had they succeeded this would be sung in the highest headlines for 
days. They fact is, they failed. Having to admit, on the last possible day that his 
application had to be hand carried to the registration office is as bad as it can possibly 
get. Obamacare is a complete failure. The president, with all the resources of the 
entire US government, can’t even sign up. 

 
 
22 posted on 12/24/2013 7:12:22 PM by norwaypinesavage (Galileo: In science, the authority of a thousand is not worth the humble reasoning of one individual) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: Drew68 

Exactly. They just said that he did. 

 
 
23 posted on 12/24/2013 7:17:10 PM by CommieCutter ("For an idea to be too simplistic, it must first be proven wrong" --Thomas Sowell) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 4 | View Replies] 

 
To: americas.best.days... 

What a perfect double whammy that would be. 

 
 
24 posted on 12/24/2013 7:18:55 PM by CommieCutter ("For an idea to be too simplistic, it must first be proven wrong" --Thomas Sowell) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 5 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle; a fool in paradise 

You can't use it twice (and the first time with Pajama Boy it didn't work anyway.) 
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25 posted on 12/24/2013 7:21:20 PM by Revolting cat! (Bad things are wrong! Ice cream is delicious!) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: blastbaby 

How does one sign up in person for someone else? I am confused. 

You noticed that too? 

Parenthetically, did Obamacare (or TACA) or FUBAR create a presidential exception 
to presumably legal laws? 
Did he exempt himself? 
It's been determined that "It's the Law! is a cruel sick joke among the children 
Obama has surrounded himself with?  
 

26 posted on 12/24/2013 7:26:58 PM by publius911 ( At least Nixon had the good grace to resign!) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 9 | View Replies] 

 
To: blastbaby 

Yes the red tape? At least it created some employment opportunities in the medical 
field for obama voters. Good for the e conomy. 

 
 
27 posted on 12/24/2013 7:27:10 PM by Recompennation (Constitutional protection for all not just selectively for Democrats.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 19 | View Replies] 

 
To: ctdonath2 
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If such theatrics were planned as such, they wouldn’t have used that excuse. Too 
weird to PLAN a “POTUS not verifiable” excuse. 

Obama just likes to tweak birthers. It's a joke to him. Nobody tried to sign him up for 
anything, least of all a bronze plan. I'm not sure he could sign up if he wanted to. He 
already has employer-provided health care. 

I can't believe people think he actually tried to sign up for Obamacare. Well, I can see 
Orly Taitz believing this.  
 

28 posted on 12/24/2013 7:33:49 PM by Drew68 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 10 | View Replies] 

 
To: blastbaby 

It’s amazing the stuff we have to provide lol 

Not all of us. 
Obviously, none of the "...some animals are more equal than others" Orwellian 
criminals.  
 

29 posted on 12/24/2013 7:36:49 PM by publius911 ( At least Nixon had the good grace to resign!) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 19 | View Replies] 

 
To: Recompennation 

This is a straw purchase. Also violated HIPPA laws 

Also the RICO laws, if anyone had the honesty, integrity and intelligence to seek an 
indictment!  
 

30 posted on 12/24/2013 7:42:47 PM by publius911 ( At least Nixon had the good grace to resign!) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 15 | View Replies] 

 
To: Drew68 

The interesting thing I read in one of the articles about this is that the wife and kids 
already have insurance. The obvious question is who are they getting insurance from? 

 
 
31 posted on 12/24/2013 7:42:54 PM by USNBandit (sarcasm engaged at all times) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 28 | View Replies] 

 
To: americas.best.days... 

That would be poetic justice. Irony happens! 
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32 posted on 12/24/2013 8:10:35 PM by TigersEye (Stupid is a Progressive disease.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 5 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle; a fool in paradise 

William Ayers will hear about this. He promised in 2008 that it was all taken care of. 

 
 
33 posted on 12/24/2013 8:12:51 PM by Revolting cat! (Bad things are wrong! Ice cream is delicious!) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: gitmo 

LOL 

 
 
34 posted on 12/24/2013 8:30:56 PM by TigersEye (Stupid is a Progressive disease.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 12 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Poor Orly. It can’t be easy. 

 
 
35 posted on 12/24/2013 8:32:32 PM by Tau Food (Never give a sword to a man who can't dance.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Well when you are using a stolen CT Soc Sec number that can happen 

 
 
36 posted on 12/24/2013 8:41:26 PM by Georgia Girl 2 (The only purpose of a pistol is to fight your way back to the rifle you should never have dropped.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: USNBandit 

The interesting thing I read in one of the articles about this is that the wife and kids 
already have insurance. The obvious question is who are they getting insurance from? 

As a sailor in the U.S. Navy, I have pretty good health coverage for me and my 
family. In fact, health care costs me nothing more than the gas money it takes to drive 
to a near-by naval hospital. 
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As Commander in Chief, President Obama most likely has the same type of health 
coverage for him and his family, --except way, way better. 

I'm just making assumptions here, mind you, but I'd say it's a pretty safe bet that 
President Obama and his immediate family have about the best health care coverage 
that one could possibly get. 

Yet people like Orly Taitz still want to believe he tried to sign up for a "Bronze Plan" 
and was rejected? Whatever... I'm sure if people click on Orly's "donate" button, she'll 
get to the bottom of this great mystery.  
 

37 posted on 12/24/2013 8:49:43 PM by Drew68 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 31 | View Replies] 

 
To: Drew68 

I think they’re so dumb (obamaminions) that they thought this would “inspire” his 
stupid base to do as he has done and sign up—more PR than anything—believeable 
because they think using a fag in jammies will inspire idiots to sign up as well. It just 
bit them in the butt, as so much does, these days. 

Drew68...hmmmm. 

Am I mistaken, or do you often post (very early) on birther threads in defense of 
Benghazi Barry? 

 
 
38 posted on 12/24/2013 8:50:08 PM by Mortrey (Impeach President Soros) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 4 | View Replies] 

 
To: Drew68 

“The president signed up for a ‘bronze’ plan via the Washington, D.C. exchange, 
according to a White House statement, but the action was described as “symbolic” and 
more a show of support from the president for his signature law than a substantive 
decision to obtain health coverage. The president will continue to receive health care 
through the military, the White House said. 

Additionally, Obama did not sign himself up through Healthcare.gov or the D.C. 
exchange’s website — instead, aides signed him up in-person because of the 
“complicated nature of the president’s case,” the White House said, which includes 
the accessibility of his personal information on government databases used by the 
website.” 
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http://redalertpolitics.com/2013/12/23/obama-reportedly-will-sign-up-for-insurance-
through-an-exchange-by-days-end/ 

 
 
39 posted on 12/24/2013 8:59:48 PM by Mortrey (Impeach President Soros) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 4 | View Replies] 

 
To: Mortrey 

A number of people have given up hope that his identity will ever be verified, but this 
is weird. 

He “signed up” but didn’t actually sign up because his information is not available on 
government databases? If any former presidents are reading this thread, please 
comment. 

 
 
40 posted on 12/24/2013 9:16:37 PM by deks (Merry Christmas!) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 39 | View Replies] 

 
To: Drew68 

You seem to admire Obama. 

 
 
41 posted on 12/24/2013 9:32:47 PM by FreeAtlanta (Liberty or Big Government - you can't have both.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 28 | View Replies] 

 
To: deks 

What really irritates me is that Obama never had to pass security clearance for the 
deepest secrets our country holds. It is insanity. 

 
 
42 posted on 12/24/2013 9:44:16 PM by FreeAtlanta (Liberty or Big Government - you can't have both.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 40 | View Replies] 

 
To: Drew68 

They’re onto you, Dude. 
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43 posted on 12/24/2013 9:57:24 PM by ComputerGuy (HM2/USN M/3/3 Marines RVN '66-'67) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 4 | View Replies] 

 
To: Mortrey 

Am I mistaken, or do you often post (very early) on birther threads in defense of 
Benghazi Barry? 

Yeah, I've been entertained by birftards since about November '08 or so. 

Defending Obama? No. He's the 2nd worst President in our nation's history. And my 
past posts are pretty consistent with this accusation.  
 

44 posted on 12/24/2013 10:03:22 PM by Drew68 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 38 | View Replies] 

 
To: Ouderkirk 

There is something in Obasard’s past that is so damning hat it would get him jailed or 
executed. Why else seal every record 

 

Highest probability IMO is that he attended college and received financial aid as a 
foreign student. All the evidence points to being a crappy student and he got accepted 
to some very good schools - easier to do that as a foreign minority student. Just my 
.02. 

 
 
45 posted on 12/24/2013 10:28:33 PM by volunbeer (We must embrace austerity or austerity will embrace us) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 17 | View Replies] 

 
To: Ouderkirk 

P.S. - claiming to be a foreign student would mean he committed fraud then if he was 
a U.S. citizen or he is committing fraud now if he was a foreign student. 

Statute of limitations has expired on the college days, but he could still be disbarred if 
he tried to practice law and it would be plenty embarrassing to all involved. 

 
 
46 posted on 12/24/2013 10:32:18 PM by volunbeer (We must embrace austerity or austerity will embrace us) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 17 | View Replies] 

 
To: blastbaby 
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Changing from my spouse of thirty one years employer based insurance to my union 
employer based plan required a raised seal marriage license and raised seal birth 
certificates for my children. I also had to supply certificates of credible coverage, and 
a cobra letter. All that had to be signed as witnessed by a company officer. That was 
for a blue cross blue shield plan. 

There are no such requirements for odungocare exchanges. Something very wicked 
this way is coming. How hard will the push back be? I asked my employer why the 
burden? I was told it's the rules of the steel worker's union, which until my and 
subsequent future enrollees no such demands were made. It's a new thing.  
 

47 posted on 12/24/2013 11:07:17 PM by blackdog (There is no such thing as healing, only a balance between destructive and constructive forces.) 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 19 | View Replies] 

 
To: volunbeer 

If he attended U.S. universities as a foreign student, there would be evidence of him 
being issued F-1 Student Visas with multiple extensions through Harvard Law School. 

His father’s international student visa records were released under Freedom of 
Information Act requests. 

 
 
48 posted on 12/25/2013 1:02:33 AM by Nero Germanicus 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 45 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

Couldn’t it just be that the website is still broken? 

 
 
49 posted on 12/25/2013 3:24:05 AM by Salman 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 

 
To: Texas Eagle 

I am starting to wonder about the intelligence of obama. I actually thought he was 
very smart. However, he is evil, gay, fraudulent... 

He should have known that healthcare.gov would not confirm his fake SSN. If he 
didn’t, then he is a very stupid, for allowing us to question yet again, he in the heck he 
is. 
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50 posted on 12/25/2013 3:52:36 AM by castlegreyskull 
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies] 
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